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INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of accurate lightning current is an important objective in lightning research for evaluation of line's lightning performance. The lightning current can be estimated either by direct measurement method or by inverse procedure algorithm. For the direct measurement, the lightning current can be measured by the triggered lightning technique [1-2] and also the current coils that are installed on the towers tops [3] [4] [5] [6] but limited only to a number of lightning occurrences. On the other hand, the inverse procedure algorithm considers on the evaluation of return stroke currents using measured electromagnetic fields at some observation points for a wide range of lightning occurrences. Several studies have been done to evaluate the return stroke current using the corresponding measured electromagnetic fields in the time and frequency domains [7] [8] [9] .
The most common inverse procedure methods consider on far measured fields with respect to lightning channel while the total field is approximated with radiation component into calculations [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] . On the other hand, the effect of radiation component on the total fields at different distances from lightning channel and different time periods is varied. Therefore, higher values of the fields will be used in the calculations, where the equations of inverse procedure algorithms are based on just radiation component. In this study, the behavior of radiation component on the total electric field is considered. Therefore, common inverse procedure algorithms will be improved by including the corrected values of fields into calculation. The proposed method is applied on the measured electric field and the results will be discussed accordingly. The basic assumptions in this study are as follows;
1-The lightning channel is assumed to be vertical. 2-The effects of lightning branches are ignored. 3-The ground surface is assumed to be flat. 4-The ground conductivity is assumed to be perfect.
II.

THE EFFECT OF RADIATION COMPONENT ON THE TOTAL ELECTRIC FIELD
The vertical electric fields associated with vertical lightning channel can be evaluated by equation (I) based on the problem's geometry as shown in Figure 1 [13].
Where:
978-1-4673-1897-6/12/$3l.00 m012 IEEE z is height of observation point, EO is the permittivity of free space, The vertical electric field expression can be separated into three terms whereas the first, second and third parts of equation (1) are called the electrostatic, the induction and the radiation components, respectively [13] [14] . The radiation component of vertical electric field contributes more on the total electric field at far distances from lightning channel. Therefore, the effect of radiation component on the total electric field is considered using K parameter as
an Ez can e obtained from all three terms of equation (1) and just third term of equation (2),respectively.
The maximum value of K (100%) considers on the full effect of radiation component on the total electric field. Therefore, the behavior ofK parameter is estimated at different distances from lightning channel as shown in Figures 2 and 3 
i01 an d ioz are amplitudes of the channel base current, T l1 and T 12 are front time constants, T Z1 and Tzz are decay-time constants, n l an d nz are exponent (2� 1 0). Figures 2 and 3 show that by increasing the time, the effect of radiation component on the total field is reduced at different distances from lightning channel.
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Time(lIs) Figure 2 . The behavior of K parameters at radial distances between 15km�65km when the observation point is set on the ground surface They also illustrate that by approximating the total electric field with the corresponding radiation component while the errors of this approximation are increased over the time and they are lower at far distances compared to close distances. Therefore, using these values of total field, instead of radiation component as input data for the inverse procedure algorithm, the evaluated channel base current will be obtained from higher values of field while the equations are based on just the radiation component. Thus, some errors due to difference between radiation component and total field shall be seen and they were used in the calculations. On the other hand, Figure 4 considers on the effect of current models on the behavior of K factor at r= 15km whereas the transmission line model(TL) [13] , the modified transmission line with linear decay with height model (MTLL) [13] and MTLE model are used with similar conditions that are used in Figure 2 . Moreover, Figure 4 confirms the expressed K behavior at different time periods. Also, it shows, the TL current model has higher value of K compared to two other models however this model doesn't consider on the attenuation of charge along lightning channel. In order to use equation (2) into inverse procedure algorithm based on term of radiation component, it can be expressed by equation (4) whereas the K factor and current parameters will be evaluated using inverse procedure algorithm. 
E� rn ) is measured vertical electric field. Figure 5 shows the measured electric field that is recorder at r=9km with respect to lightning channel and z= I Om with respect to ground surface [16] . Therefore, the evaluated correction factors (K ) are evaluated as illustrated in Figure 6 whereas the inverse procedure algorithm based on radiation component and equation (4) Likewise, Figure 7 shows the evaluated currents based on just radiation component of field and also radiation component as well as correction factor of K (equation 4) that they are compared to the corresponding measured current [ 16] . Figure 7 . Comparison between the evaluated channel base currents to the corresponding measured current Figure 7 exhibits, the evaluated current based on using equation (4) in the inverse procedure algorithm is very close to the corresponding measured current compared to other current that is estimated based on just radiation component. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the evaluated currents are in a good agreement with measured current at first 2f.ts due value of K in the first time periods. It should mentioned, the evaluated values of v and Ie are 1 X lOBm/s and 1238 m, respectively.
Furthermore, the comparison between the total and radiation component of vertical electric fields at original observation point (r=9km, z=lOm) is shown in Figure 8 whereas the evaluated current based on proposed method is used for simulation of fields. Figure 8 illustrates the radiation component is more effective on the total field in the rise time and after passing peak this effect is reduced.
TimeCllS ) Figure 8 . Comparison between total and radiation component of vertical electric field based on evaluated current from inverse procedure algorithm Therefore, the usual inverse procedure algorithms based on the radiation component of electric fields can be improved by including the behavior of K factor in the calculations and they can be extended for intermediate distances from lightning channel. Moreover, it is shown that the evaluated channel base current based on proposed method was in very good agreement to measured current compared to the corresponding predicted current based on existing methods.
III. CONCLUSION
After considering the effects of radiation component on the total electric field at far distances from lightning channel, the usual inverse procedure algorithms are improved by including these effects into calculations. Therefore, by applying the proposed inverse procedure algorithm, the over-estimated values of electric fields due to difference between radiation component and total field are removed from calculation. The results showed the evaluated current based on proposed method was in better agreement with measured current compared to evaluated current based on existing method.
